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Here you can find the menu of Judy's Cafe in Anchorage. At the moment, there are 19 courses and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Judy's Cafe:

came for a classic diner breakfast and got this in the food and experience! I chose the caffeine with eggs and
seasoned while my wife was bened with a caffeine. I used my egg and was wasted to make a waffle sandwich

and it was very delicious. waffel was the perfect before crispy and damp. my wife enjoyed her egg benedikt and
was happy, it came plentiful with hollandais sauce and had ham, not Canadian spectacles. wait... read more. You

can use the WLAN of the place at no extra cost. What Shelly doesn't like about Judy's Cafe:
Ordered $60 worth of breakfast and a burger to go. Everything was burnt. The bread, the pancakes, the

sausage, the bacon even the eggs. And they forgot 1/2 my order which I paid for. I called and got attitude and
was told well there was 2 big orders at the same time is why your food is burnt. Then she says I guess you can

come back and get missing items if you want. I finally Get my cheeseburger only non breakfast it... read more. At
Judy's Cafe in Anchorage, there's a diverse brunch in the morning where you can eat as much as you want

enjoy, For a snack in between, the tasty sandwiches, small salads, and other snacks are suitable. The
environment of the typical American diner creates a unique encounter, Generally, the meals are prepared fast

and fresh for you.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Sandwiche�
TUNA MELT

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Desser�
WAFFLE

Potatoe�
HASH BROWNS

Breakfas� Sid� Order�
GRITS

Coffe�
CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

TUNA STEAK

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

SAUSAGE

BEANS

TUNA

EGG

HAM
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-15:00
Tuesday 07:00-15:00
Wednesday 07:00-15:00
Thursday 07:00-15:00
Friday 08:00-15:00
Saturday 08:00-15:00
Sunday 07:00-15:00
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